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Planning Application 20/02048/FU 
Leeds Station Entrance 

COMMENTS OF LEEDS CIVIC TRUST  

The following comments relate to the detailed plans and documentation which were submitted 
on 7 and 20 April 2020 as part of the above planning application for the demolition of existing 
structures, construction of new cafe & cycle hub, new taxi rank, public realm enhancement works 
including hard & soft landscaping, improvements to the cycle, pedestrian & multi-modal 
interchange arrangements and installation of new access lift at Bishopgate Street, New Station 
Street & Mill Goit, Neville Street and Dark Neville Street in the Leeds City Centre.  

In March 2020, the Trust commented on the initial consultation material but as none of the 
comments appear to have been addressed, they have been repeated here in plain text. New 
comments relating to the greater detail now available and/or developing the points made in 
March 2020 have been shown in italicised red text. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Leeds Civic Trust has long campaigned for the enhancement of Leeds Station and routes 
from there into the city centre - we welcome the work that has been, is being and will be 
carried out to enhance the travellers’ experience of the area. 

1.2 We acknowledge the principles behind the scheme currently proposed, including such 
factors as the growing number of station users, the need to think ahead towards the 
introduction of HS2 traffic, the need to consider the potential for generating funds through 
over-station development, the aspiration to remove general traffic from City Square and 
the overall driver of delivering a world-class gateway to the city. 

1.3 However, there are a number of other principles that we feel need to be given further 
consideration - these include: 

• clarity: at present, there seems to be an assumption that travellers coming out of the 
station know where to go, which is not the case, especially as there is very little logic 
about where onward transport is located or the direction to walkable destinations  

• openness: if Leeds is serious about becoming a welcoming centre for new businesses 
and settlers, it should open itself out clearly to newcomers and inform them how to go 
where with clear signage and distribution of transport modes – a comprehensive 
wayfinding strategy needs to be overlaid onto the plans for reworking of the station 
entrances (eg routes to bus stops, etc) 

• city of the future: if Leeds is serious about giving public transport a proper status, this 
should be extended to buses instead of relegating them out of sight - any future MRT 
system should also be immediately adjacent to the station 

• proper strategy for cars: the plans could possibly include taxis at the back of the North 
Concourse, with a reorganisation of the existing poor circulation for other drop-off and 
pick-up services. 

1.4 We are still concerned that while the present scheme will provide a more attractive 
threshold for Leeds Station, this should have been an opportunity to promote public 
transport and not taxis. It is Leeds’ aim is to double bus passengers 2016-26 and 
infrastructure works like this should support that aim - but it is not even mentioned as a 
priority and it shows in these proposals. In London, and almost every other European city, 
the default mode for onward travel from the mainline station is either walking or public 
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transport (bus, tube, MRT, etc) rather than taxi or cycle - why is Leeds so different that the 
latter two are the most prominent modes at the new Leeds Station? 

1.5 We wish to quote a couple of relevant extracts from the Design & Access Statement with 
regard to the principles of the project: 

“ It will provide an appropriate welcome into a modern, vibrant city, respectful of its 
past but celebrating a future which is less reliant on the car and responds in a 
meaningful way to the climate emergency, with cleaner air, greener spaces and a 
high quality public realm at its core, promoting more sustainable forms of travel via 
rail, bus, cycle and walking, with a prominent new cycle hub and new lift provision.” 
(page 56) 

Unfortunately, there is nothing here that will promote bus services and integrated transport 
- quite the opposite.   

"Buses: Private vehicles will be restricted at multiple locations, allowing bus only or 
bus/taxi only movements (northbound Neville Street/Bishopgate) and retaining bus 
movements southbound (Mill Hill/Neville Street). Local buses services are moved off 
New Station Street, with stops relocated around the immediate station environment 
(see diagram p. 15), in conjunction with the pedestrian improvements which mitigate 
for the increased distance from the station entrance." (page 22) 

This is incorrect as most of the relocated stops are outside the project area and involve long 
walks and would be hard for visitors to Leeds to find. The diagram on page 15 does not 
show this. We will discuss the issue of bus connectivity further later in this submission 
(section 4). 

1.6 Turning to wider policy issues, there are a number of relevant policies in the Leeds Core 
Strategy including the two below: 

Spatial policy 8: Economic Development Priorities states the Core Strategy is “seeking 
to improve accessibility to employment opportunities by public transport, walking and 
cycling across the District and especially in relation to job opportunities in the City 
Centre …”.  

Spatial Policy 11: Transport Infrastructure Investment Priorities states “the Strategy 
will support … (improvements) … aligned with the West Yorkshire Local Transport 
Plan 3 and the Leeds City Region Transport Strategy (2009).” Improvements to bus & 
rail networks, including at Leeds City Station, are noted as a priority, as are improve-
ments to pedestrian safety, the cycle network and access for people with impaired 
mobility.  

We cannot see how these proposals support 'improvements to bus networks' at the station 
and therefore the plans do not meet the Core Strategy requirements. There are also issues 
with accessibility in that many users will be tempted to use the proposed steps. 

1.7 Our general view remains that there needs to be fundamental review of the priorities being 
addressed in the delivery of this project. 

2 Pedestrianisation of New Station Street 

2.1 We welcome plans to transform New Station Street (NSS) into an appropriate gateway to 
the city, including elements such as planting, a ‘shared’ pedestrian/vehicular appearance 
and its comprehensive repaving in high quality materials. However, we do have some 
concerns about specific aspects of the scheme and a number of these are illustrated on the 
plan attached as Appendix One (noted as A1 in text below).  
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2.2 It is suggested that the vehicle track along NSS would only be used by police vehicles and 
‘out-of-hours’ servicing traffic. With regard to the latter, the street will require special time 
restrictions as the usual before 10.30 or after 16.30 used in the city centre precincts will not 
be appropriate here as these are the busiest times for pedestrian traffic going to the 
station. 

2.3 As to the police vehicles, we accept they need to park in a location convenient to their base 
but it would be more appropriate for them to be on the north side of NSS against the wall 
so as not to force pedestrians into a narrow channel between their vehicles and the police 
station wall (see A1). Relocating police vehicles to the north side of New Station Street 
would allow pedestrians to spill into the ‘highway’ from the ‘pavement’ far more naturally 
than would be the case if vehicles are parked in the way - we would imagine that most users 
would feel safer walking between the police station and the parked vehicles rather than in 
the centre of what notionally remains a highway. And it is not much further for police to 
walk should they be answering an emergency call. The Bike Docking Station indicated here 
could be moved west onto the bridge. 

2.4 The issue of storage of beer barrels and bins on NSS by operators of the Brewery Tap needs 
to be addressed - if these are to remain in their present location, an appropriate building or 
high-quality screening should be erected (see A1). This applies to other bins along NSS. 
With the bin store for neighbouring businesses now shown on the landscaping plan, is there 
a need for a pedestrian footway along the north side of New Station Street? Particularly if 
the police vehicles were to be moved over, the ‘pavement’ on the south side could be 
significantly widened for the whole length between the Button Yard steps and the side entry 
to the station (catering access point).  

2.5 At the latter point, it is unlikely that heavy 
vehicles will enter the station at this point so 
should priority be given to pedestrians, with the 
paved surface continuing over the crossing so 
as to avoid additional kerbs and dimple paving 
which are awkward for those with roller cases, 
wheelchairs or buggies. No vehicles will be 
entering at such a speed as to require 
pedestrians to be warned so simple drop kerbs 
to a reinforced footway should suffice. A similar issue arises at the service entrance close to 
the doors to The Platform (above). Is it really necessary to have this as ‘highway’ when 
bollards block the access to vehicles! And the messy pavement cutting does not help with 
long-term maintenance. 

2.6 While working on NSS, could the opportunity be taken to reconstruct the steps from NSS 
into Button’s Yard and Swinegate. The existing steps are extremely steep and 
uncomfortable to use, notwithstanding the fact that they are a convenient route to Lower 
Briggate and Leeds Bridge (see A1). We note that it is argued that this element is ‘out-of-
scope’ but that does not mean that it could not be included were there to be the will to do 
so (even if additional funding were to be sought from other sources) - it would definitely be 
an improvement in safety terms. 

2.7 We welcome the aspiration to create simple crossings of the vehicular routes that will 
remain after implementation of this scheme but these are not well illustrated on the plans 
supplied. We acknowledge that these may well be funded from other pots but common 
areas and interfaces should be shown on both scheme plans. At the north-eastern end of 
the scheme, the Boar Lane/Albion Street/NSS junction now operates as an all-red phase for 
traffic, so allowing pedestrians to cross in ‘all directions’ - once buses and taxis are removed 
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from NSS, a ‘pedestrian’ finish or marking should be introduced across Boar Lane for the 
whole width of Albion Street/NSS (see A1). We suggest the interface between schemes 
should be clarified as soon as possible so as to coordinate delivery. 

3 Bishopgate Street 

3.1 We are concerned that the proposals for this area will put too much ‘activity’ on Bishopgate 
Street and this might lead to conflict between users. Cyclists wanting to access the cycle 
hub will have to negotiate taxis, buses and, potentially MRT vehicles, with taxis wishing to 
pull out in front of buses or waiting to get into the bay.  

3.2 We feel the grand sweeping steps are not something that will improve the functioning of 
the station or the public realm - how many people want to head down the steps when they 
will only have to climb back up Mill Hill or Bishopgate Street itself to reach the city centre 
beyond Boar Lane?  The use of steps leading up to a station doesn’t seem sensible and 
could lead to accidents.  

3.3 The steps between New 
Station Street and Bishopgate 
Street seem to be a key driver 
for the project but we cannot 
see how these will improve 
significantly the pedestrian 
flows out of and to the 
station. Most people are 
likely to be heading towards 
the city centre and will take 
the easiest routes - left under 
the Queen’s Hotel arch to City 
Square or right along New 
Station Street on simple level 
routes.  

3.4 If they are going to South Bank, the new steps towards Neville Street and Swinegate will be 
the most logical route (and be a vast improvement on the rotunda route which has to be 
used now, although this being under cover is an advantage). Who will use the three flights 
of steps leading to Bishopgate Street, other than those wishing to use a taxi? If you are 
going to City Square or the Plaza Hotel area, why go down steps and then back up a 
gradient which you can avoid by walking along the level? And you cannot cross the road 
because taxis will be in the way and, on the other side, there is a cycle way. If you turn right, 
you will be led to narrow pavements in Mill Hill or Swinegate so why would you want to go 
there? And the drawings show people sitting on the steps but these face northeast, so 
would only be warm and sunny in the morning.  

3.5 We accept that lifts are to be provided but experience at locations such as Manchester 
Airport station is that there are usually long queues for the lifts and ramps are used by most 
passengers. Our reading of the plans is that the lifts are 1.3m wide but there is no indication 
of capacity - the width is only just wide enough for a person carrying two standard 
suitcases. It is not easy for someone with a large roller bag as used by many travellers today 
and certainly only wide enough for one person with bags to stand comfortably - capacity 
could be reduced to a single row of people. Although there are alternative routes that 
cyclists could use, we trust the lifts will be long enough for a bicycle - those to access the 
footbridge in the present station are not. We accept that ramps could be long to meet 
disability regulations but could some of the steps be replaced by a ramp (see Appendix 2). 
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3.6 We welcome the use of the lift tower as a ‘signpost’ for the station but this will need to be 
linked to a comprehensive overall way-finding strategy if strangers to the town are not to be 
drawn to the prominent tower only to have to use the lifts or steps when they could have 
approached on-the-level along New Station Street. 

3.7 With regard to pedestrian crossings, we have a number of concerns: 

• Bishopgate Street (City Square end): this will no doubt remain a key route to the city 
centre and a wide crossing should be introduced on the direct line from the station to 
Boar Lane (see A1). The crossings shown on the detailed plan appear to be slightly wider 
than traditional pedestrian crossings but could be made far wider without impacting on 
traffic flows - as these are also intended to be toucan crossings they need to be far wider 
(see additional comments in section 5 and appendix 2 regarding cycle provision). 

• Boar Lane (City Square end): a wide crossing should also be introduced here, potentially 
showing red to traffic at the same time as that over Bishopgate Street so as to offer 
pedestrians a straightforward route to the city centre (see A1). As above. 

• Bishopgate Street (Neville Street end): crossings here should be widened and 
presumably a route should also be provided from the Scarboro Taps side to the 
pedestrian island - this would not interfere with traffic flow as it would operate in 
conjunction with Neville Street. Alternative routes are provided so the crossing 
suggested here may not be necessary, allowing the northern part of the central island 
outside the Scarbrough Taps to be landscaped? 

3.8 We will be interested to see how the cycle crossing immediately outside the cycle hub will 
operate as elsewhere in the city (eg outside the Playhouse), pedestrians take over the cycle 
lane and wait here rather than further back on the ‘pavement’. Large pedestrian and cycle 
flows here could be a source of conflict if ‘rules’ are not set out in the highway (who has 
priority in which roadspace). The footways outside the cycle hub and at the bottom of the 
steps from New Station Street are quite narrow and this is discussed in para 5.4 when 
reviewing cycle infrastructure.  

4 Bus Interchange 

4.1 We are concerned that plans for where the buses will run and stop have not been finalised 
before this consultation stage. It is good to have provision for cyclists and pedestrians but 
most people living in the suburbs of Leeds (and much of West Yorkshire) will arrive at the 
station by bus. If we want them to leave their cars at home then good interchange facilities 
are essential, not just a ‘nice to have’. Given that buses are the main means of sustainable 
transport in Leeds (and far exceed the number of journeys by bicycle) the proposals are 
likely to lead to an overall decrease in the use of sustainable transport to access the station 
rather than supporting it.  Many people living in outer Leeds could opt to travel by private 
car to their destination rather than by train because of the difficulty they will face in 
accessing the railway station. 

4.2 We are losing a good quality interchange on New Station Street for an uncertain, inevitably 
more distant, replacement which will also be less legible for visitors. An additional 5 minute 
walk from the station to the bus is a significant increase in overall journey time and people 
may be reluctant to undertake this in bad weather or in the evening when the city feels less 
safe - with buses now being more disabled-friendly, this adds a further consideration for 
potential users. The proposed location of bus stops should be subject to consultation with 
users as well as operators and formal stakeholders. 
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4.3 The bus service relocation proposals shown in the documentation are appalling for 
passengers, with the changes being especially bad for disabled users or anyone with lots of 
luggage. Rail users wishing to travel on by bus will need to walk a lot further.    

4.4 For example, at the moment those going to Leeds 
Bradford Airport have a bus stop immediately outside 
the station - making these passengers find a bus stop 
over 300 metres away on Wellington Street (along 
narrow congested pavements) is a massive encourage-
ment to use taxis (and so add to congestion). The 
relocation will add about 10 mins to bus journey times 
- this particularly annoying as Leeds City Council 
recently argued that an Airport Link Road would be 
good for buses as it would save about 8 minutes 
(where is the joined up thinking?). As can be seen from 
the table alongside, these alterations are not good for 
users of routes 4,16, 19 and 27 either. 

4.5 If these changes go ahead more rail users could choose to be dropped off by family/friends 
or book taxis/private hire vehicles - all this will add to congestion and pollution. Cars and 
taxis already frequently queue from the dropping off point at the back of the station along 
Aire Street into City Square, blocking Wellington St - how can this be usage be reduced and 
not increased? 

4.6 Looking at the wider picture (although making assumptions as plans are not clear), we have 
concerns over a number of key locations around the station: 

• many buses will need to pass round the east side of City Square and we are concerned 
that there could be significant congestion here at peak periods 

• there is likely to be conflict between buses and taxis on Infirmary Street  

• the east-west bus route appears to be very convoluted, going from Boar 
Lane/Bishopgate Street through City Square, Infirmary Street and King Street to reach 
Wellington Street - this is a route with many signalised junctions which could have 
significant impact on journey times 

• plans show some eastbound bus stops relocated to Boar Lane outside the Park Plaza 
Hotel but this is a very busy location with narrow pavements providing no room for bus 
shelters. 

4.7 Taking on board the concept of proposed scheme, we suggest that consideration could be 
given to continuing to run a revised number 5 CityBus along New Station Street so as to 
provide a service for those with disabilities or heavy luggage wishing to travel on to 
destinations or bus stops elsewhere in the city centre – we understand this may soon use 
electric vehicles which will minimise pollution. Such an arrangement operates happily at 
Manchester Piccadilly where the city circuit buses are the only vehicles allowed up the city-
side ramp to the station entrance. 

4.8 An alternative approach which has been suggested by a number of Trust members would 
involve moving the taxis to Princes Square and retaining bus services on New Station Street 
and Bishopgate Street. At present, in a typical daytime hour, 53 buses use stops on New 
Station Street and Bishopgate Street. We acknowledge that this only involves a limited 
number of routes but this scheme could be an opportunity to rework some services so as to 
serve a wider range of destinations from this location. 
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4.9 Could all east west buses from Boar Lane continue to use New Station Street which, with 
the taxis gone, would still provide room for public realm improvements? A simple paving 
scheme could still encompass both highway and pedestrian areas to create a visual whole, 
with the pavement on New Station Street being widened into the taxi waiting area near to 
Boar Lane. Space would be created for more bus stands which would be integral to the 
station and thus provide a much better interchange. With buses becoming cleaner 
(electric?), the air quality on New Station Street would still be improved.  

4.10 Neville Street and Bishopgate Street would become mainly pedestrian/buses and be used 
for the MRT route from City Square to the South Bank. An MRT station on Neville Street 
could have lifts or escalators up into the station (as at Manchester Piccadilly). The main 
cycle route from the South Bank could be over the new Sovereign Street Bridge to 
Sovereign Square and then via a repurposed Mill Hill to Boar Lane.      

5 Cycle Infrastructure 

5.1 We welcome the re-provision of the cycle hub but the key to it actually being used is the 
provision of high-quality safe routes from here to ‘outlying’ parts of the city centre for 
which a cycle might be a ‘last mile’ option. We assume that the appropriate research has 
determined that 700 cycle spaces will be required and that these will be available for 
people coming into the city for reasons other than train travel. There is no justification as to 
the size of the hub is provided, nor is there any real indication of how it is expected to be 
used - how will cyclists approach the hub and in what numbers at what time of the day (we 
assume statistics should be available from the CyclePoint that used to operate at the 
station). People using cycle/train to commute from the outlying residential areas are more 
likely to cycle from home to suburban stations and then get the train into Leeds – they will 
need cycle facilities at the out-of-town stations not in central Leeds. The hub will need to be 
accessible 24/7 if it is to be of value to those who work out of traditional office hours. 

5.2 With regard to the need to join up cycle routes, consideration should be given as to how 
the cycle route along Hunslet Stray and across the new Sovereign Street Bridge will join up 
to the station.  Particularly in fine weather this may prove to be a more popular route than 
Neville Street.  Is a cycle route on Neville Street compatible with its proposed use for MRT? 

5.3 Turning to the detail shown on the plan issued as part of the consultation process, we 
would suggest the layout of cycle routes at the junction of Bishopgate Street, Boar Lane and 
City Square needs to be carefully considered. We acknowledge that this is an ‘interface 
area’ with other public realm schemes but the layout as shown sees cyclists mingling with 
pedestrians outside the Black Prince PH. Surely cycles should stay in their lane past the 
controlled pedestrian route between the station and Boar Lane so as to reduce potential 
conflict (see Appendix Two)? We assume this will also link up with the proposed cycle route 
down Park Row and that along Wellington Street. 

5.4 In order to resolve the issues above, we have proposed an amended cycle lane scheme as 
shown on Appendix Two - the key features of this are set out below and illustrated on the 
drawing: 

• strong and safe links are provided to cycle lanes being provided in adjoining streets, 
including Wellington Street, Park Row and Neville Street - we have sought to endure 
these are as continuous as possible so as to encourage usage 

• although outside the immediate scope of this scheme, no indication is given of routes to 
the proposed Sovereign Street bridge to the Hunslet Stray - this could be a key route from 
South Bank to the station 
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• at pedestrian crossings, we suggest that rather than making cyclists dismount to use the 
toucan crossing, they should be allowed to cross the walking route in the vehicle phase, 
stopping in an identified waiting area away from the pedestrian flows before crossing 
the vehicle highway in the pedestrian phase - this would significantly reduce conflict at 
busy locations 

• it is suggested that cyclists could use a ramp located in the middle of the centre set of 
steps from New Station Street to Bishopgate Street but these lead into the most 
constricted section of the footway - here there would be likely to be conflict between 
pedestrians (both going from the lift/steps to the taxi rank, potentially slow moving with 
bags/walking aids, and walking north/south from Neville Street to City Square) and 
cyclists pushing bikes across the front of the lifts to the cycle hub 

• could a rearrangement of the cycle hub allow access from Sandford Street, for regular 
customers if not casual users - this would allow cyclists to turn off the Neville Street 
cycleway and dismount in a location where they would not impede other cyclists or 
pedestrians (and being under the arches, this could be done in the dry when arriving or 
leaving the Hub). 

6 Taxis 

6.1 We have concern over the provision for taxis as shown in this scheme. The drawings show 
space for 6 vehicles in the rank on Bishopgate Street but this is nowhere near sufficient to 
accommodate potential users coming off a late London train - at times, the queue at the 
existing rank can be more than 30 people. With potential increases in passenger numbers, 
an 80% increase in taxis was indicated. The ‘call-up’ ranks on Swinegate and Meadow Lane 
are some way from the proposed principal rank so will drivers be tempted to crawl forward 
closer and thus obstruct other traffic? Or will users have to wait longer for a taxi? 

6.2 The new taxi rank on Bishopgate Street will be further away from the station buildings than 
at present, with access by the steps or a lift (for which there is likely to be a queue at peak 
times, encouraging those carrying luggage to take a chance on the steps). It will be 
important to provide a shelter of adequate size to serve likely numbers, arranged in such a 
way as to provide access to multiple vehicles at the same time while maintaining an orderly 
queue - a double width shelter probably needed with one side for queuing and the other 
for access to vehicles. The proposed layout of the shelter is noted and this appears to have 
adequate capacity both within the shelter itself and for others queuing under the 
overhanging roof. However, it appears that the shelter and rank are on a slope which may 
be difficult for those in wheelchairs or with buggies/wheeled cases - could they ‘run away’ if 
unlocked? 

6.3 It is stated that the rank will allow three vehicles to load simultaneously but if there are to 
be bollards to delineate the bay, how will the back vehicles emerge from the bay? In effect, 
there can only be four/five taxis on the rank when busy as one cannot be called from 
Swinegate until it is certain there is space in the rank for it to park off Bishopgate Street 
itself - this will slow dispatching at peak times. Taxis leaving will also need to wait for the 
Boar Lane lights to change if there are more than a couple of buses waiting at the traffic 
signals, so preventing other taxis from entering the rank.  

6.4 Will all taxis leaving the station be required to turn right into Boar Lane or will they also be 
allowed to continue to Infirmary Street?  The diagrams are not consistent (see Appendix 2) 
and if they will be able to go through City Square to Infirmary Street the volume of taxis is 
likely to lead to conflict with buses. If all are sent along Boar Lane, this will put additional 
pressure on narrow streets around the Corn Exchange and the market, lengthening many 
journeys to the west of the city. 
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6.5 We still feel that a better option would be to move the taxi rank to Princes Square on the 
northwest side of the station, utilising what is currently the open car park for Princes 
Exchange. This seems a gross anomaly in such a location, particularly as Princes Exchange 
also has parking under the building. Moving the taxi rank there, with out and back 
movements from the Inner Ring Road, would also have the benefit of removing a lot of taxi 
traffic from City Square and the public transport box where they add to the congestion 
which delays buses. 

7 Neville Street tunnel 

7.1 We agree that the Neville Street ‘tunnel’ requires reworking to make it a less dark and 
intimidating location for pedestrians and cyclists. The Trust objected to the ‘lightworks’ at 
the time they were installed as their operation requires the tunnel to be relatively dark - 
the ‘noise art’ added to the uncomfortable nature of this location. 

7.2 Our view at the time, and our suggestion now, is that the objective should be to make the 
tunnel ‘disappear’ as far as users are concerned. As has been proven in tunnels around the 
world (Mersey, Tyne, Limehouse in London Docklands and even the Leeds Inner Ring Road 
under the Hospital), the best way to do this is to light the tunnel to the same level as 
ambient daylight outside, with light-coloured, easy to clean walls to reflect light around the 
space. A translucent ‘sky ceiling’ would provide an even glow or could be strengthened in 
specific zones such as along the pavements and cycle way. We note the plans for the Neville 
Street underpass and welcome the plans for public art but only if these are generally light-
coloured and the level of illumination within the tunnel is generally high. 

7.3 We welcome the plans for Dark Neville Street but hope that the coloured lighting theme 
will not be lost. In installing additional lights in this area, consideration should be given to 
better floodlighting the weirs under the station as the sight of the river rushing through is 
one which is characteristic of Leeds and makes visitors stop when crossing the bridge by the 
South Entrance to the station. 

8 Other Parking/Drop-off 

8.1 We are concerned that the plans do not mention any improvements to short term parking 
and drop off around the station. The current facilities are extremely poor and cause 
congestion around Princes Square and in front of the Queens Hotel. Particularly when City 
Square is closed to general traffic, an alternative route will be needed for taxis, private hire 
and private vehicles to drop off passengers and for non-taxi vehicles to pick them up. There 
are no indications as to how this traffic is to be handled once City Square is closed.  

8.2 There is also the issue of provision for the shuttle buses to outlying office parks which are 
often parked in stop Z1 on Bishopgate Street and rail replacement services which operate 
during periods of bad weather or to bypass engineering works.  We note that provision is 
made for rail replacement bus services to wait on New Station Street but if this can be 
provided for occasional services, why not a limited number of services throughout the week 
(eg an electric City Bus to take people to more distant parts of the city centre?).  

9 Future Mass Rapid Transit 

9.1 A year ago, such a project would be considered ‘pie in the sky’ but now, seemingly with 
government support, it could move ahead relatively quickly. Clearly any MRT must link into 
the railway station but the WYCA FAQs merely state “The project on Bishopgate Street will 
not take any action which would preclude any future mass transit system proposed for the 
city.”  However, without a plan for MRT how can this be ensured?   
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9.2 We can see the potential for conflict between the MRT and the taxi rank, so design options 
should ensure that the plans are sufficiently robust to accommodate it. We assume that the 
work to Bishopgate Street will not be undertaken until the Armley Gyratory improvements 
are complete, so this should give time for emerging MRT proposals to be incorporated. 

9.3 The only reference to the potential MRT is in the ‘Highways Bishopgate Mill Hill Junction’ 
diagram where a 10m buffer zone is shown in orange for potential tram route. This seems to 
obliterate much of the infrastructure that is to be constructed and would make operation of 
the taxi rank very difficult. Given that it now seems much more likely a ‘tram route’ could be 
constructed given stated government support in principle, should this potential be given 
further consideration in these plans? It would be a real ‘own-goal’ if the complex taxi 
infrastructure shown here were to be demolished in a few years’ time. 

10 Long-term Station Plans 

10.1 With regard to the longer-term plans for the future layout of the station, we welcomed 
plans to extend the western footbridge towards Princes Square - this would strengthen the 
case for relocation of taxis to this area rather than Bishopgate Street.  

10.2 The improvement of the eastern footbridge, with the potential for a new station entrance 
at Sovereign Square, is no doubt a more complex option but would provide a direct link to 
Aire Park and the wider South Bank via the Sovereign Street Bridge. 

10.3 Key to both of these developments is ensuring that lifts, escalators and platforms will be 
able to cope with the expected increase in passengers. For example, it is essential that any 
new lifts are large enough to take a bicycle (the existing ones are both too small and too 
slow!) - paired lifts should be provided so as to minimise waiting times. 

10.4 We were concerned that Network Rail feels that there may be a need for additional west 
end platforms over and above platform zero now under construction. Our view is that these 
could be obviated by providing more through platforms (eg joining 13 and 14) and 
operating more through services rather than increasing the number/length of terminating 
trains.  

10.5 We acknowledge that the viaduct immediately east of Leeds Station is a constraint and 
would ideally be widened but we understand that though a combination of digital signalling 
and four-tracking east of Marsh Lane, capacity here could be increased. Obviating the need 
for more platforms to the west would enable previous aspirations for a bridge between 
Whitehall Road and the station to be delivered, providing alternative access to the station 
and avoiding additional pressure on the City Square/Aire Street area. 

11 Summary 

11.1 To conclude, the Leeds Civic Trust welcomes the proposed enhancement of the public face 
to Leeds Station but feels that there are a number of issues which need to be fully resolved 
before work on the project starts. These include the integration of bus interchanges into 
the scheme, a full review of the best location for taxi traffic and a review of some of the 
detailed design issues we have highlighted in our response. 

11.2 The Leeds Civic Trust would welcome the opportunity to discuss these points further should 
this be considered appropriate. 
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